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SACHIO HARRISON

 Top Learning Points:

 Understanding Lloyd’s function

 Introduced to more specialized LOBs 
and emerging markets  

 Increasing impact of cyber risks

 Importance of ESG

 Effect on Career Development:

 Cemented want to stay in Actuarial

 Shown Pathways to career progression 
and management positions 

 Shown London as a place to work, and 
flexibility of travel



SACHIO HARRISON

 Highs and Lows:

 Experiencing London

 Gaining experience from Executives and individuals 

in the top of their field

 Not being able to get full cover of company, 

sometimes feeling rushed

 Jet Lag 

 Recommendations: 

 More interactive

 Condense content, choose from a list of topics to 

focus on to avoid repetition   



JASAI BURROWS

 My Biggest Takeaways:

 My initial expectations were 

wrong

 There was a very intensive 

learning programme

 The Bermuda and London 

market are very similar



JASAI BURROWS

 Outside Experience: 

 Overcoming fear of heights 

 Exploring London

 Having a roommate and creating a brotherhood 



JUDE MOSELEY

 Market Cycles:

 Insurance Market Cycle

 Economic Cycle

 How they are connected

 How they are independent 

from one another



JUDE MOSELEY

 Career Development:
 Highlighted the importance of 

a holistic view of the industry

 Particular interest in:

 Broking

 Financial Institutions

 Political Risk



JUDE MOSELEY

THE INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE



SHANE WHITE

 Essential learning points included:

 The extent of the London 

Market’s connection with itself 
and the global market

 Opportunities for role changes 

throughout insurance career

 Confiding in your strengths, 

while being true to areas of 

improvement



SHANE WHITE 

How has this experience affected 

my career path?

Moments to remember. 

Recommendations for the future of 

the BFIS Internship.




